Occult History of Kerala
The history of the Jews in India officially started in AD 72. They entered Kerala
after Judah was destroyed by the Romans in the Judeo-Roman war. The Jewish
population in Kerala once numbered in the tens of thousands and has only gone
down with the migration of most of them to modern Israel. There are large copper
plates in the synagogues of Kerala from AD 379 granting the Jews large tracts of
land. The Jews were powerful merchants in Kerala.
Here one can detect a pattern of how the enemy works:
"Kerala, a lush topical state, gained prominence some fifteen years ago when it
produced the first democratically elected Communist government in the world.
Many of the people are Syrian Catholics, or members of the Eastern Orthodox
Church in Kerala, a church founded by very early Christian missionaries, even
before the formation of the Roman Catholic church. Kerala is often known as a
Marxist-Catholic state." [1]
Kerala has the largest Christian community in India and is the historic base of
Christianity in India.
The Nestorian (Syrian Church) in Kerala is ancient and goes back to the first
Jewish sects spreading this ideology across the Gentile world. Its founding
legend in Kerala is as follows:
Thomas arrived in India in Kerala:
“As he [Saint Thomas] traveled alone by foot along the inland coastal routes,
Thomas began working to make converts for Christianity. Besides giving informal
sermons to the natives, Thomas oversaw the construction of Christian churches
within which he could regularly preach the new faith. Then, during the next
twenty years he succeeded in conquering much of Kerala in the name of his
Jewish Master." [2]
The Jews arrived by the thousands in Hindu India in the first century and built a
powerful base community in a Gentile host nation. Then they proceeded with
decades of their Jewish ritual magic of the Torah and curses against the
population and start to amass wealth and political power, as the synagogue
edicts from Kings in Kerala show. They are made above the laws of commoners
in many cases even not having to pay certain taxes. The Jews were very
involved with their money and occult influence in Kerala political affairs.

The Jews of the west created Christianity in Alexandria and started to spread this
across the Roman Empire and throughout Persia, India and the general East.
Naturally they followed the trade routes of their merchant scheme enterprises.
The Jewish community in Kerala used their affluence to established Christianity
in Kerala, along with building Christian churches. And they had their brethren
spread the Jewish program to the Kerala Goyim like with the Roman Empire. The
Jews spent decades generating the psychic energy martix in Kerala for this to be
successful, which is why Christianity then spread everywhere like a psychic
pandemic in Kerala in rapid succession of this program arriving but was rejected
elsewhere in ancient India. As the statement mentions the Jews literally
"conquered" Kerala with their program of Christianity in twenty years.
Centuries of the Jewish influence of Christianity and the Jewish race and their
energy matrix in Kerala are influencing Kerala to become a Judeo-Marxist state.
It’s already a Judeo-Christian state. The energies all connect into the same
Jewtrix. This is microcosm example of the global picture of how the Jewish race
has been taking over the Gentile world for centuries.
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